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Claiml:

An apparatus for generating Leptons and Mesons, comprising a modular 
apparatus (10) with a dynamic gimbal (1) with dynamic gimbal surface (8) 
moving relative to the modular apparatus (10) responding to gravitational force 
in response to external movements of the modular apparatus (10) or a 
functionally controlled movement, allowing multiple field source devices (46) 
mounted on top and bottom of the modular apparatus (10) to trigger ultra dense 
hydrogen on the dynamic gimbal surface (8), or ejection devices (7), whereby 
dense and ultra-dense hydrogen is formed at catalysts (12) and/or (2) having a 
material composition to cause transition of hydrogen to an ultra-dense state, 
transferring ultra-dense hydrogen into the upper reaction chamber (4) or lower 
reaction chamber (5) that is sealed off from each other by a seal system(6) 
whereby the upper chamber(4) pressure is controlled by outlet upper 
chamber(14) and lower reaction chamber(5) pressure is controlled by outlet 
lower chamber (16) and whereby pulse triggering by field source devices (46) of 
the ultra-dense hydrogen on the gimbal surface undulation (8) and ejection 
device (7) to convert hydrogen/deuterium/tritium into Leptons and Mesons.

We have reflected upon your office action and have changed claim 1 to ensure clarity in
formulation.



Claim 1:

An apparatus for generating Leptons and Mesons comprising a modular 
apparatus (10) with a dynamic gimbal (1) with dynamic gimbal surface (8) 
moving as a result of functionally controlled imposed movements or 
perpendicular to the resulting force between the gravitational force and the 
normal force acting on the apparatus, allowing multiple field source devices (46) 
mounted on top and bottom of the modular apparatus (10) to convert 
hydrogen/deuterium/tritium into Leptons and Mesons, whereby Rydberg atoms, 
dense and ultra-dense hydrogen is formed at catalysts (12) and/or (2) having a 
material composition to cause the transition of hydrogen to an Rydberg state, 
ultra-dense state and transferring such Rydberg atoms and ultra-dense 
hydrogen into the upper reaction chamber (4) or lower reaction chamber (5), 
and whereby field source devices (46) excites Rydberg Matter and ultra-dense 
hydrogen on the gimbal surface undulation (8) to convert 
hydrogen/deuterium/tritium into Leptons and Mesons.

Regarding dependent claim 7 and 8 addressing Leptons and Mesons we are addressing 
all the Leptons and all the Mesons can be converted to Muon at an alloy film barrier.

Description page 6 refers to the dynamic gimbal (1), this has been corrected.
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